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Abstract: This research is discovering new language for time travel designing for Artificial Intelligence. We 

demonstrate this technique through two examples Wow Message and Cicada 3301. This is Artificial Intelligence 
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1. In continuation of my previous research paper P Vs NP I am adding more points in this 

paper with business e-mails a content style guide – decide if e – mails turn subject into 

another language by adding sound of words. 

2. Google Docs, Google Map, Google Translator, the Google codebase includes 

approximately one billion files and has a history of approximately 35 million commits 

spanning Google‟s entire 18 year existence. The repository contains 86TBa of data, 

including approximately two billion lines of code in nine million unique source file. 

3. By comparison, the Microsoft Windows operating system has roughly 50 million lines of 

code. No software engineer measures the value of their work in lines of code. In fact, the 

best – designed programs often have the simplest designs and the fewest lines of code. 

4. The number of lines of program code in wonderful metric. It‟s so easy to measure and 

almost impossible to interpret. It can be used as a measure of complexity or productivity.  

5. As an aside, a good programmer should want to subtract lines of code 

6. According to Bill Gates – Measuring Software productivity by lines of code is like 

measuring progress on an airplane by how much it weighs. 

7. WIBRO – WIRELESS BROADBAND is a wireless broadband Internet technology 

being developed by the Korean telecoms industry. WIBRO is the Korean Service 

name for IEEE 802.16e (mobile WIMAX) international standard. 

8. Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave access is a over long distances in a 

variety ways, from point – to – point links to field mobile cellular type access. It is 

based on the IEEE 802.16 standard, which is also Wireless  
9. What is Computer Forensics?   

“Forensic computing is the process of identifying, preserving, analyzing and presenting digital 

 Evidence in a manner that is legally acceptable.”  Evidence might be required for a wide range 

of computer crimes and misuses. 

  Information collected assists in arrests, prosecution, termination of employment, and preventing 

future, illegal activity.  

Digital Evidence – “Any data that is recorded or preserved on any medium in or by a computer 

system or other similar device, that can be read or understand by a person or a computer system or 

other similar device. It includes a display, print out or other output of that data.  

 

Top 10 locations for evidence – 1. Internet history files 2. Temporary Internet Files 3. 

Slack/Unallocated Space 4. Buddy lists, personal chat room records, others saved areas 5. News 
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groups/club lists/posting 6. Settings, folder, structure. File names 7. File Storage Dates 8. 

Software/Hardware added 9. File Sharing ability 10. E – Mails 

 

10. STANDARD BOEING ENGINEERING RULE – When the weight of the 

paperwork equals the weight of the aircraft, the plane is ready to fly.”  

11. Linear Equations – Things to remember  
I. We will only solve for unknown variable „x‟ 

II. Pay attention to „+‟ and „-„ signs when solving equations 

III. Both sides of a linear equation are equal to each other 

 

PURPOSE -  

“Develop new mathematical models of computer language that reflect real – world 

computers.”  

 

           INTRODUCTION 
 

It is generally easy for a person to differentiate the sound of a human voice, from that of a union. 

Gravitational waves transport energy as gravitational radiation, a form of radiant energy similar to 

electromagnetic radiation.  

However, it is difficult for a programmable computer to solve these kinds of perceptual problems. 

These problems are difficult because each pattern usually contains a large amount of information, and the 

recognition problems typically have an inconspicuous, high – dimensional, structure. 

In all time travel theories allowed by real science, there is no way a traveler can go back in time to before the 

time machine was built, but we would need to develop some ancient and advanced idea to do it. 

Patented IDEA based on patented formula Pr (a) 

Principle and rule will be: 

“System within a portion of space (a frame) can be specified by four spatial dimensions (east – west, north 

– west, up – down,  time - correct sound of words  with correct weighing machine without tampering”. 

 

 A LIGHT AND MUSIC IN A NEW LIFE CAN BE PROTECTED BY MEDITATION AND 

PRAYER TO REACH THE STAR FOR PRIDE IN KING‟S KINGDOM 

       This religious definition is a revolution in communication. It provides dynamic information. 

There is a possibility that the different molecules have different vibrations but we can assume this message from 

4
th

 Dimension instead of 3.  

We can suppose this is a secret message in figurative language.  

MODERN PERIODIC LAW  

 “All physical and chemical properties of an element are a periodic function of Atomic No.” 

 When elements are arranged in order of increasing Atomic Number, then elements with similar 

properties are repeated after fixed interval. So as these messages like CICADA 3301, WOW Message, and 

message which I have received RECENTLY. 

“A LIGHT AND MUSIC IN A NEW LIFE CAN BE PROTECTED BY MEDITATION 

AND PRAYER TO REACH THE STAR FOR PRIDE IN KING‟S KINGDOM” 

 

THE p – BLOCK ELEMENTS (GROUP 15 TO 18)  

Here we can consider Group 15 Elements (ns2 np3) 

We can apply Group 15 Elements on these names  

Swati              Star                                                (s) 

Guard            Protect                                           (p) 

Narinder        King, King‟s Kingdom                (N) 

Nabaneeta     A NEW LIFE                                (N) 

Mala               Meditation and Prayer                (p) 

Gaurav           Pride                                              (p) 

Deepika -        Light / Music                                 (s) 
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Without doubt is the most famous equation. Energy = mass* the speed of light squared. 

In other words: 

 E = energy (measured, in Joules J) 

 m= mass (measured in kilograms, kg) 

 c = the speed of light (measured in metres per second), but this needs to be “squared”. 

The equation is derived directly from Einstein‟s Special Theory of Relativity. 

Space and Time - : “In an everyday co –ordinate system, such as a map it is possible to specify a location using 

just dimensional distances. For example, to someone looking for buried treasure we could say, “go east for 20 

miles, north for 5 miles, then dig down 30 feet.” We have just specified a three dimensional co - ordinate 

system. Einstein added another factor, that of time. This still makes sense in our everyday world. 

Einstein added time and I want to add sound of words,  

For Example – “Go east for 20 miles, north for 5 miles, dig down 30 feet, and then add sound of words to 

specify a location for fourth dimension, and then wait until that time when GOD meets you to share the 

treasure!” 

Einstein‟s theory is based on two principles – That is –  

 Any event within a portion of space (a frame) can be specified by three spatial dimensions (east – west, 

north – west, up down) and one temporal dimensions (time). 

 

BUT  

As per my information “Einstein‟s theory” has missed fourth dimension that is sound of words. 

 

 Although I am agree with second principle that the speed of light is constant. 

 

Einstein believed Indians are stupid. He stated in his travel diary but we are not. I am not favoring him.  

Statement of travel diary,  

“The climate prevents Indians from thinking backward or forward by more than a quarter of an hour”. 

 

STRING THEORY - Gravity is the only force which can travel in any dimension and communicate with 

the peoples of that particular dimension‟s people in Binary Code 0 – 1.  

           Whenever scientist receives any high intensity message from the universe they thought these messages 

can be from aliens but I assume these high intensity messages are from Almighty GOD. 

 

Suppose Message is –  

 A LIGHT AND MUSIC IN A NEW LIFE CAN BE PROTECTED BY MEDITATION AND 

PRAYER TO REACH THE STAR FOR PRIDE IN KING‟S KINGDOM 

And then I relate this message with CICADA 3301 INTERNET MYSTRY 

 

On the 4
th

 of January 2012 Wed 16: 28, file 1325712495.jpg (29 KB, 509*503, final.jpg) 

Anonymous mysterious author send message on INTERNET by CICADA 3301. 

Hello,  

We are looking for highly intelligent individuals. To find them, we have devised a test.  

There is a message hidden in this image. 

Find it, and it will lead you on the road to finding us.  

We look forward to meeting the few that will make it all the way through. 

Good Luck. 

3301 

BOOK CODE – FIND THE BOOK AND MORE INFORMATION 

VERIFICATION KEY WILL BE ALWAYS  

7A350905 (PGP KEY ID) 

Here PGP means Pretty Good Privacy 

From here on out, we will cryptographically sign all messages with this key. It is available on the mit key 

servers. 

Patience is a virtue. 

Good Luck. 

3301 

The key has always been right in front of your eyes. This is not the quest for Holy grail. Stop making it more 

difficult. 
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MESSAGE  

Here is the public key used to encrypt it. Note that it has a low bit modules and is therefore breakable.  

SVAR 1 = BLESS ({               Here svar meaning (Sound) 

„e‟ = > 65537                                  (Ekta) (Assuming name) 

„n‟ = > „746774927695…….          (Nabaneeta) (Assuming Name) 

CICADA 3301 – This puzzle remain unanswered. 

 What was the puzzle for? 

 Who was behind it? 

 What happen when you reach the end? 

 

Again I am relating this message with Wow! Signal 

 A LIGHT AND MUSIC IN A NEW LIFE CAN BE PROTECTED BY MEDITATION AND 

PRAYER TO REACH THE STAR FOR PRIDE IN KING‟S KINGDOM 

The Wow! Signal was received by the Big Ear radio telescope at the observatory of OHIO State University. The 

signal was received on 15
th

 August 1977. Big Ear radio observatory was the only system on the planet that 

received the signal.  

Total Duration – 72 seconds 

 

MESSAGE – 

6 

E 

Q 

U 

J 

5 

 

 What is wow signal? 

 Why the mystery of “Wow Signal is still unresolved?  

 Why Scientists are failed to resolve this? 

 Was it a cryptic message from an alien civilization? 

 Ehman circled the characters “6EQUJ5”, distinguishing them from all the other 1s and 2s on the field 

of data. 

 What does this code mean? Is it a cryptic message from an alien civilization? Why does it start with a 6 

and then end with a 5? What are they trying to tell us? 

Our world is standing on the stringent principles of Mythological Holy Books with Physics, Chemistry 

and biology. So I am going to applied all relevant principles on this time travelling. 

In general scientists explained below mentioned explanation about Wow signal is a cryptic message from 

an alien but my theory is little different from Radio Astronomer Jerry Ehman.  

According to my research Wow signal is a religious message from Almighty God.  

God is logically existed between us.  

As we all know  

“Gravitational waves transport energy as gravitational radiation, a form of radiant energy similar to 

electromagnetic radiation.” 

Suppose –  

We take these seven individual peoples like they have molecules that grouped together in tightly organized 

patterns –  

1) Swati              Star 

2) Guard            Protect 

3) Narinder        King, King‟s Kingdom 

4) Nabaneeta     A NEW LIFE 

5) Mala               Meditation and Prayer 

6) Gaurav           Pride 

7) Deepika -        Light, Music 

 

PATTERN will be  

“A Light or Music in a New Life can be protected by Meditation and Prayer to reach the Star for Pride in 

King's Kingdom”. 

There is a possibility that the different molecules have different vibrations but we can assume this message from 

4
th

 Dimension instead of 3.  
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We can suppose this is a secret message in figurative language. 

 

MODERN PERIODIC LAW  

 “All physical and chemical properties of an element are a periodic function of Atomic No.” 

 When elements are arranged in order of increasing Atomic Number, then elements with similar 

properties are repeated after fixed interval. So as these messages like CICADA 3301, WOW Message, and 

message which I have received in that company. 

 

THE p – BLOCK ELEMENTS (GROUP 15 TO 18)  

            Here we can consider Group 15 Elements (ns2 np3) 

We can apply Group 15 Elements on these names  

Swati              Star                                                (s) 

Guard            Protect                                           (p) 

Narinder        King, King‟s Kingdom                (N) 

Nabaneeta     A NEW LIFE                                (N) 

Mala               Meditation and Prayer                (p) 

Gaurav           Pride                                              (p) 

Deepika -        Light / Music                                 (s) 

 

The certainty principle –  

All events can be defined by mathematics equation, and everything is programmed. Einstein says everything run 

in this universe by equation. Whenever body move, it makes matter wave. De Broglie says this matter wave stay 

infinite time and we can resonate with them.  

Einstein says if we resonate with these waves we can see past, future.  

Einstein says it can be TIME MACHINE. 

 

TRAVELLING WAVES 

Assume a sequence of Travelling Waves particles (SWATI, NABANEETA, DEEPIKA, GAURAV, MALA, 

NARINDER, GUARD) undergoing identical Simple Harmonic Motion, such that each particle begins to move 

slightly after the one before it. The result is a “Travelling Wave Motion”. If all the particles are connected, for 

example in a string, the motion is described as a continuous “Sine Wave”. 

The sine wave is the simplest of all possible waves. A periodic wave is one in which the shape of the wave is 

repeated “periodically” – at regular fixed intervals.  

WAVELENGTH (LAMBDA) – Distance after which the waves begin to repeat (UNIT: METRES) 

It is a radiant energy in electromagnetic energy that travels in transverse waves. 

 

These names are the measuring and recording the quantity, degree, or rate of speech and its magnitude.  

Data Abstraction refers to act of representing essential features without including background details or 

explanation. 

1. The main thing is how to control the direction and speed of volume (sound of words) how we retrieve data  

2. How the sound is vibrating and how the sound of words working or behaving where this information is 

hidden. 

 

For Example blue mentioned content is blueprint of the wrapping up a data and Operations/Functions into a 

single unit as Encapsulation that Polymorphism the ability of mails to be in more than one form. 

 

SWATI TRIVEDI 

 

Hi Ekta, 

 

In reference to our telephonic discussion for the position of Legal Writer with our company (VIRTUAL 

EMPLOYEE) to be based at Noida. 

 Please find below the required details, 

  

Company Information 
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Virtual Employee Pvt. Ltd, one of the leading software companies in the Delhi NCR region is hiring for Legal 

Writer for its global clients. With offices spread across Noida and Gurgaon and one in the UK, this ISO 9001-

2008  certified company has over 500 + employees and a growing client base in over 27 countries. 

  

Venue Details: 
  

Virtual Employee Pvt. Ltd 

K-1 & K-4, SDF Block, NSEZ (Noida Special Economic Zone) 

Dadari Road, Sector- 82, 

Noida, Uttar Pradesh- 201305 

  

Interview Schedule 

Date : 1
st
 December, 2015 

Day : Tuesday 

Time : 10:20 am 

  

Concern HR :Swati Trivedi 

Contact Number-9999585180 

 

Kindly take cab from sec 16 metro station Noida in front of HCL building   

  

Cab pickup time : 10:20 AM 

Driver Number :9999120212               

  

Please acknowledge with confirmation of your availability for interview. 

  

Thanks & Regards 
Swati Trivedi 

Senior HR Executive 

Virtual Employee Pvt Ltd. 

 

Decoded Data in Red Words 

 

Hi Ekta, 

 

There is a flight of unifying force. 

 

In reference to our telephonic discussion for the position of  Legal Writer with our company Virtual Employee 

Pvt.Ltd.(www.virtualemployee.co.in) to be based at Noida. 

 

They provide a book with citations of sources of information is expressing a period of time during which 

an event happens or a situation remains the case.  

 

They asked you to come but you said you didn't want to but they pulled the door behind you and cut the 

hair for transmitting voices over a distance using converting acoustic vibrations to electrical signals. 

 

The process is talking about something in order to reach a decision or to exchange ideas for the boarding 

destination. 

 

The fuss that they made, “What is the matter?” “Who will write this book in a particular way?”  

 

They arrange legitimate wedding in a particular place accompanied by a royal person expressing the 

relationship between a words and its value. 

  

They do not physically exist as such but made by software to appear to do so provides friendship and 

enjoyment. 
 

Full time great workers have keys for her initial written words. 

 

http://mail01.virtualemployee.com/track/click/30318762/www.virtualemployee.co.in?p=eyJzIjoiamZQWGlyMDBmXzY0UWkweVVPYUJ3WklqOTB3IiwidiI6MSwicCI6IntcInVcIjozMDMxODc2MixcInZcIjoxLFwidXJsXCI6XCJodHRwOlxcXC9cXFwvd3d3LnZpcnR1YWxlbXBsb3llZS5jby5pblwiLFwiaWRcIjpcIjBkNmM1NmQwMzUxMzQ1YjY4OTc1NDE1ZGQ3OTczZjY1XCIsXCJ1cmxfaWRzXCI6W1wiNTQ3MDI2MDRmYzMxYzI0NGY4YmY1ZTQyNTkwM2ZhMTliNjk1MDBjNFwiXX0ifQ
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 They think happily unmarried woman is one of the limited ladies having secret DNA to receive inside 

correspondence surrounded by powerful development of new language in a changing situation. 

 

Administrative powers and control issued is a worldwide alert to join the wise ancestor of first century. 

The only evidence is available in the amazing story of “A New life”. 

 

Please find below the required details, 

  

"They admit a powerful woman wants your services a bit previous” 

 

Company Information 

 

But inform that you really enjoy company of power woman. *Biblical meaning of 54  

  

Virtual Employee Pvt. Ltd, one of the leading software companies in the Delhi NCR region is hiring for Legal 

Writer for its global clients. With offices spread across Noida and Gurgaon and one in the UK, this ISO 9001-

2008  certified company has over 500 + employees and a growing client base in over 27 countries. 

 

Divine Power women have a deep inner desire for love and companionship, and want to work with 

companionship to achieve peace. 

She wants to define clause and phrases of supreme knowledge of great importance of King‟s Kingdom. 

 

The world having definable characteristics but not always fixed boundaries of wealth of King‟s Kingdom 

in the form of supreme knowledge owned by a person available for a purpose of starting very high new 

life.   

 

She recruits a standard writer who understands the divine language of supreme powers who knows how 

to use an old flute to perform with diligence for non manual work and spread divine language over a 

large area for orientation of Sunshine life. Divine force recruited you because certain qualifications of you 

are meeting certain standards for this job. 

 

A communications satellite of King‟s Kingdom use to connect words of the same part of speech, clauses, 

or sentences that are to be taken jointly playing a vital role to identify a specific language. 

 

Language is relating to indigenous peoples of unifying force.  It is the research process of implementing 

and developing technical standard of language focusing on meeting people expectations and delivering 

mankind satisfaction so you must pay attention to the humankind.     

 

A philosophy is a big question in Scientists metaphysics. New Birth represents the re – creation of heaven.          

 

Shipping associates will be proud across means on the other side of something. 

 

A powerful message in which the first is the head of the phrase and the second is something associated 

with it propelling them to make important and essential changes in your life which gives the value of 

otherwise zero.               

 

A project comes into existence to develop a natural language of divine information and its applications 

from a server. 

 

A conceptual structure entity on which something depend it is supported by the situation of being 

enclosed.     

 

New information of a positive nature is on its' way, so listen to your intuition and heed its guidance for 

your highest good by King‟s Kingdom.                      

Venue Details: 
  

Virtual Employee Pvt. Ltd 

K-1 & K-4, SDF Block, NSEZ (Noida Special Economic Zone) 

Dadari Road, Sector- 82, 
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Noida, Uttar Pradesh- 201305 

 

An organised event of live music must be heard and consider every detail of the written statements which 

are storing in electronic device. A unifying force listed these messages for technical analysis. It is strict 

liability to invest your name for the benefits of the persons who work jointly in a project and change the 

etymology of obvious meaning.  

Although to be honest if they annoying you too. 

 

Interchange format send the data which is available on internet free. You are a personality – who have a 

limited range of qualities and traits that makes you unique and recognizable. In order to understand how 

words affect us based on their location in the chart, it helps to get to know you each single digit. It is 

expressing the relationship between an abstract concept and the entire world.  

 

It resonates with the vibrations and energies of practicality, organization and exactitude, service, 

patience, devotion, application, pragmatism, patriotism, dignity, trust, worthiness, endurance, loyalty, 

mastery, building solid foundations, conservatism, determination, production and hard work. 

 

Statutory declaration is systematically blocked inside the planned text under the management of unifying 

force. Truth behind the words reveals the truth for you.. The objective is the same like board of Gautam 

Buddha but there are different methods that will lead to a particular outcome. 

 

An area of a divine realm which is controlled by a unifying force without showing exactly which pattern is 

design in a particular area created by unifying forces during Kings Rule. 

 

 Previously its language derives from the Sanskrit. The same words are borrowed for the comprehensive 

information.  

 

In auspicious time period code decoded by a woman who are going to perform task of writing in a form of 

entertainment for common purpose of independent high level of mental states. 

 

Interview Schedule 

Date : 1
st
 December, 2015 

Day : Tuesday 

Time : 10:20 am 

 

In common parlance one – on – one conversation with one person to assess formula of middle words 

meaning to see between lines includes legal protection. 

 

A plan to take place at a particular time comprises of the qualities and energies of 1, 0, and 2. Plan is 

designed to explain God, all knowing. The omniscience of God is that attribute by which he knows all 

things in past before romantic appointment for the post of “Legal Writer”. 

 

The e – mails which bear a sweet fruit has a hot date of an exciting meeting on 1
st
 December, 2015 

following with Proto – Germanic God with the Roman names. The day to ignite the qualities of Lord 

Hanuman – Serving mankind, self – discipline for Mooladhar (Root Center) Chakra awakening in deep 

red colored. 

 

Concern HR :Swati Trivedi 

Contact Number-9999585180 

 

An interesting  matter relating with strategy of hot and spicy style of Chinese cooking adopted by 

Goddess Saraswati  with sacred knowledge to see  adverse situation for the benefit of mankind. 

 

The action of communicate in order to give or receive information in arithmetical value , expressed by a 

word, symbol, or figure, representing a particular quantity and used in counting and making calculations.  

 

A cone of ice – cream getting your attention and sending you important information may have appeared 

soon. You can apply the information on hidden special angel. She is located for the importance of secure 

foundation of physical and mental health. 
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Great change is coming to your life if you keep noticing her. The core essence of obstacle you may face 

while these transformations are going on will be removed by the divine intervention and you will be 

shielded by the angels. 

 

Your ultimate goal is to research and develop communication of all level energies.  

 

Kindly take cab from sec 16 metro station Noida in front of HCL building   

  

In a kind manner when you ask someone “Would you kindly explain what you are talking about”? She 

holds your hand to ride in clear airway and perform rescue breathing through Mouth – to – Mouth like 

Compressions – Airway – Breathing in a journey on a land that has been divided wisely for perfect love.  

 Sound arguments are all about new beginnings and making progress in your career and material 

matters. An underground network    line is regularly involved in broadcasting where young woman 

stands with feathers and wings in a forward position with a unifying force normally present in the act of 

singing with closed lips communications. She gives protection to people, animals and things. 

Cab pickup time : 10:20 AM 

Driver Number :9999120212            

 

 An act of selecting the right person from a number of blocking screenings towards a higher position in 

available time allotted. 

 

Detach and remove fruit from the factors which causes a particular phenomenon to develop new 

language. 

 

Signs and symbols are directly related to the thoughts when you think about something hard a unit that 

forms part of the system representing certain power which is expressed by word in order to answer. 

 

Please acknowledge with confirmation of your availability for interview. 

 

"They enquired your availability for a game the following evening" 

 

"I will be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter”.  

 

It is your responsibility to accept a free onboard destination for romantic relationship for being happy 

and satisfied. 

 

Thanks & Regards 
Swati Trivedi 

Senior HR Executive 

Virtual Employee Pvt Ltd. 

 

Thanks for being so helpful.  

The courts of king have principle of welfare for more advanced age so consider in a specified way relating 

to the power to put plans into effect. 

Here is a sign your Life Is Meant for Something Much Bigger. 

 

A definite set of systematic pattern leaves information in a computer system containing movement that 

starts and finishes at the same place convey information by means of a sound.  

There are only a limited number of seats are available. Please have a seat and love you are at divine 

school for receiving pre – arranged information and add impulse to this process of renewal.  

Your wide experience meets with the lady who wears a scarlet band round her waist with an awarded 

group of young men or women who perform popular songs together and dance at the same time boldly.  

All the people dressed at black give signals simultaneously through all input connections. 

The goal come midway through the second half valid for final destination. 

MY RESPONSE 

Hi, 
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I will be available there for the interview on given time and date. 

Thankyou. 

Ekta Singh 

A nine letter lady plan to give you gifts in a school in a question and answer session when unifying force 

gathered at a given time. 

Letter 3 

On dated 1 July, “NABANEETA” HR (Assistant Manager) mailed me 

 

Hi Ekta, 

  

Hope you are doing well. 

  

We have been trying to reach you though since yesterday. Please note that you have not reported for work 

yesterday and today and no leave information was shared with HR or your team as well. 

My team tried reaching you on 8447781736 with no response from your end. 

  

Please reply to this e mail on priority. 

  

Thanks, 

  

Nabaneeta  

Asst. Manager-HR Generalist 

HR Department 

Virtual Employee Pvt. Ltd. 

A particular thing is destined to happen. 

With good intentions identify a special person who is hidden behind the names of unifying force in a 

thorough manner.  

A royal person refers herself in formal context of writing in a good satisfactory way. 

Show your quality of “annoying attitude” to perform the action in particular direction.  

Stretch out an arm in a specified direction in order to touch her. She needs a main clause for 

consideration to make her complete in the intervening period between the time mentioned and the time 

under consideration.8 

She is return for a game, where you will beat your opponents two – one. Add unifying force in your team 

with polite requests.  

Your own wishes are into consideration in deciding how to act.  

An extra piece of writing is important for you, worth mentioning and well – known strong agreement 

with description just given. 

Be obelise to perform the action.  

Express the negative of other words in investigation of hidden person. You have permission to be absent 

from work by the unified sources to play a game.  

Decisions of negative answers are decided by unifying force in voting.  

You will be responsible as a supervisor for loading more general words which is mean to connect words of 

the same part of speech, clauses, or sentences, that are to be taken jointly in game. 
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Go away from a position in which a player leaves the balls for the next player.  

You find hidden person in correct sequence of positive words of negative words. 

A game will be divided among number of peoples for team to play in a good and satisfactory way in 

various expressions of surprises forming one side in a competitive game. 

 

Smooth game makes an effort to reach the highest level of written words as a medium for transmitting 

new and exciting instrumental information for spiritual work you have been doing in English Language 

for perseverance.  

 

A written answer may be reaction of action starts by a team player and final part of game should be a 

good story. 

 

Please reply to this e mail on priority. 

 

Invite someone to play this game by messages distributed on internet network as a target to search a 

person who is behind the words is the fact of being treated as more important part of the game.  

 

Words and actions must show that you have grateful for the game names “A New Life”.  

 

Head of the game will be a competent person in several different activities. 

 

I replied on the same day 

Hi,  

Yes I know, It was highly unprofessional on my part. I most regretfully bring to your kind notice that due 

to some unforeseen personal reasons, I couldn't report to the office at the designated office hours. I will 

report tomorrow. 

Regards  

Ekta Singh 

In this game you have to encourage someone to continue speaking with irritation and impatience which 

give a great pleasure and excitement to develop the imaginary quantity equal to the square root of minus 

one for a relationship with other team player through meeting and spending time with them to reach 

upper level.  

A report contrary to the standard words expected in a particular game. 

Divide the circle into three equal parts to take notice on other member feelings at a point of the compass 

and force to close performing to bring you victory in the game and protect yourself and your team against 

unforeseen circumstances. 

This game gives some confidential information about a person who is hidden behind the victory. 

Scientific thought, rational mind and logical thought is the power of mind to understand, and form 

judgments logically in a close connection between reason and emotion in this game.  

 I couldn't report to the office at the designated office hours. I will report tomorrow. 

Unifying force will give you official detail of specified name to play this game in a written document 

(testament) by which a person (the testator) directs how his or her assets (estate) are to be distributed 

upon death. 

Letter 2 – 

 

            On dated 12, I wrote to HR Team, where concerning person was “Nabaneeta Basu” 

             Kindly provide my high school certificate as soon as possible. Otherwise I will take legal action against 

your company under employee harassment, misrepresentation and mischief. 
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            Keep in mind, and whatever salary you want to give me please distribute to third grade employee of your 

company. 

                  Kindly provide my high school certificate as soon as possible. Otherwise I will take legal action 

against your company under employee harassment, misrepresentation and mischief. 

                 An adequate preparation for various expression of surprise with a rare high game 

A group of people, particularly writers, artists, or philosophers are sharing similar ideas or methods. 

Soon we will get the tickets by unifying force we'll send them to you. Unifying powers mark seven names 

with asterisks to hold their hands to play this game. The process of game should be collecting data to 

achieve a hidden person behind the words. 

It is advisable to ensure those seven names of group which can dissolve in water. Aggressive member of 

the unifying force grants the right to seven members to perform in a game without any form of 

persecution, giving a false or misleading account of the nature of something, and misbehavior. 

            Keep in mind, and whatever salary you want to give me please distribute to third grade employee 

of your company. 

Your memory must be remember someone who is behind the word for refreshing the blue print of the 

story, inform other peoples to purchase good thoughts which are so exhausted from their favorite search 

engine. 

Purchase whatever thought you like used for emphasis instead of „what‟ in questions, typically expressing 

surprise or confusion. 

No matter whatever is the matter? 

The first player receives a heating allowance with desire dialect “I want a person who is behind the word” 

within set rules of game in every chance and when they find her. Hidden person give you presents and 

gifts to share with equal parts each number of recipients. 

A person who will include relevant data as bracket points in a right angle on level 1 will be first member 

in group who authorized by unifying force and then similarly game will continue with other members of 

group with the same rule and regulations. 

On January 12, she replied me in coded language, 

Hi Ekta, 

I think this was discussed and mutually decided in yesterday‟s discussion wherein I had asked you to collect 

your document which we had taken for the purpose of verification from us anytime this week. 

I also hope you are well aware that resignation during your probation period was sole decision which we took up 

with the client and you are relieved basis your resignation letter. 

There is no point writing such e-mails. Your e-mail speaks volumes about your conduct and attitude towards 

work and people as well. 

As per the terms and conditions of your offer letter, you are also not entitled for any full and final settlement 

considering your exit scenario.  

I would like to reiterate here that any actions from your end towards misrepresentation or maligning of our 

organisation might result in a legal action against you. 

It also pertinent to mention here that in the above stated circumstances and facts if you take any legal action 

against the company with such malafide intentions and false allegations, you shall also be liable to pay all the 

cost which company has to bear due to such legal proceedings including advocates fees and cost of legal 

proceedings including advocates fees and cost of legal proceedings which company may initiate against you. 

Keeping the above in mind, please let us know when you wish to come and collect your document from our 

sector 63 office. Please bring your acknowledgement letter along enabling us to do the needful. 

Thanks, 

Nabaneeta 

I think this was discussed and mutually decided in yesterday‟s discussion wherein I had asked you to collect 

your document which we had taken for the purpose of verification from us anytime this week. 

Divert player‟s mind towards hidden person to speak in order to give information or express ideas or 

feelings in communication. Player who have already been talked joint words, phrases, parts of sentences, 

or related statements together in a way in which two or more player are playing their game with 

unquestionable mutual understanding. 

The game hours will be depending upon the language or medium used.  

You have to attract player‟s attraction three times for great pleasure or excitement in this game.  

To get and keep words, sentences, phrases, parts of sentences, joint words of one type such as stamps or 

coins as a hobby.  

The action and process of talking about hidden person in order to reach a decision for winner with other 

group of people with a winning bet.  

Make same pattern in different letters. 
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The qualities of being resolve the riddle behind the story have one‟s intention to make patterns in the 

different series of letters. 

You can play this game in the format of 24/7.  

I also hope you are well aware that resignation during your probation period was sole decision which we 

took up with the client and you are relieved basis your resignation letter. 

In addition, it is both the subject and the object form.  

Feelings of trust want good reason to search in sensible manner to hidden person in general players are 

talking or writing in a thorough manner.  

Having knowledge or perception of a situation or fact with a description of undesirable but inevitable act 

just given throughout the game period. 

An important period of good behavior under your supervision is a worldwide distribution of flatfish 

under your supervision is part of the game. 

After thinking about several possibilities you have to make some very difficult decisions people for asking 

information specifying one or more people or things from a definite set to consider other.   

Accept words, phrases and joint words to grow for the appropriate creation of an abstract independent 

existence into a happy mood against the current wind 

You have a attitude in which  person can take  breathe as needed in physical exertion, speech, etc., the 

power of breathing without difficulty in such situations to perform an action against the lawyer and other 

professional group of people. 

A unifying network is capable of obtaining information and applications from a server to protect you for 

high social rank.  

So that you release – (reduce load) of someone from duty by taking their place with the underlying 

support for an idea from which something is developed that the player is addressing. 

An act of resigning from a job represents a written, typed, or printed communication, sent in an envelope 

by messenger. 

The precise terms of a statement required the strict verbal interpretation. 

There is no point writing such e-mails. Your e-mail speaks volumes about your conduct and attitude 

towards work and people as well. 

A style of high quality negative response of messages in composing text distributed by electronic means 

from one computer to user to another is a sharp end weapon to find a person in a particular game. 

Say something in order to convey information as evidence for something enclosed with the power of 

sounds.   

Your behavior and settled way of thinking are very confident to find the hidden people in any way. 

Your mental and physical state brings consistency and shapes your desired mind work for designed for 

different dimensional tasks. 

As per the terms and conditions of your offer letter, you are also not entitled for any full and final 

settlement considering your exit scenario. 

At the moment many wonder information bring into your life from a particular group to give an 

opportunity for written communication. 

After a while first person rise in the language of people in similar and opposite words intend to convey she 

didn't mean to hurt you. 

I am free as a bird 

When I am flying in your cage  

I am diving in deep  

And I‟m riding with no brakes  

Indicate the place someone or something is sent or given to consider in return for the Indian Woman who 

is developing the latest international game between two teams representing different group. 

They agree to give you opportunity to make of a book with geometric pattern. 

Walking around with affection or warmth of feeling in person‟s arms give meaning and purpose to 

discover scented person on the highest level. 

Correspond to each other in affectionate way to reach in supreme power state where united force 

controlled elected words to produce book that is important in understanding to make a judgment. “Please 

leave a theater by the nearest exit”. 

A written outline of a novel work is giving details of the plot and individuals scenes. 

I would like to reiterate here that any actions from your end towards misrepresentation or maligning of 

our organization might result in a legal action against you. 

Nine letter word having the same characteristics or qualities as expressing motion in the direction of a 

particular location that the unifying authority staying the same for a long time in its support to attract 

someone‟s attention.  
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It‟s indicating one‟s presence in a roll – call to speak about (someone) in a spitefully critical manner to 

achieve an aim in a bilateral relationship in group.  

Information obtained a strong calculation to fight against breach of law by standard formula to protect 

an individual or entity's rights from being violated. 

It also pertinent to mention here that in the above stated circumstances and facts if you take any legal 

action against the company with such malafide intentions and false allegations, you shall also be liable to 

pay all the cost which company has to bear due to such legal proceedings including advocates fees and 

cost of legal proceedings including advocates fees and cost of legal proceedings which company may 

initiate against you. 

In addition, in sentence telling story children can also catch hidden person behind the words in a 

particular game to reach at a wanted higher place quickly with little details in few words. 

A higher level clearly expressed a factual connected matter that is proved to be true for welfare of 

prominent public goodwill to become a better person. 

A complete and total victory over illusions is an aim of game. 

Several of her patients have made strong allegations of professional misconduct against her in written. 

The hospital was held liable for negligence for a particular suffering with a particular group.  

Give someone a debt incurred which includes all explicit or implied costs in specified time. 

It is planned to sustain high power with common legal rights between one people to another without 

nervousness is a series of activities involving whole set procedure. 

A princess of language publicly supports for her services in a particular cause or policy on someone else‟s 

behalf.  A group of people teach someone about an area of secret knowledge and its skill in official 

English Language for world treasurer. 

Keeping the above in mind, please let us know when you wish to come and collect your document from 

our sector 63 office. Please bring your acknowledgement letter along enabling us to do the needful. 

To protect someone consciousness and thought at a higher level. The group of people makes written 

entries for a person that enables her to be aware of the world and their experiences, to think, and to feel 

to do something for happiness is the object of written information. 

A strong feeling of detachment towards attachment bring group of people together for a short prayer in a 

piece of written evidences.  

Group of seven people decide to take your own wishes into consideration in family of GOD to boost your 

energy that will make you enable to feel GOD. 

*Biblical Meaning of 63 

 

Please bring your acknowledgement letter along enabling us to do the needful. 

Request you to accept the truth of God existence in the sounds of printed communication sent by 

messenger in a constant direction at the time of judging a person and his works to define the perfect 

movement of God by a Cross of Jesus to receive the testimony, but before the debit testimony in person‟s 

account clear understanding of affection is necessary in a situation. 

 

Conclusion:  

 

The purpose of this research paper is to outline the solution of P Vs NP problem. 
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